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Championship Wrestling

LAST MINUTE

SJS Hosts Mat Tourne
By HUGH SCOTT

San Jose State gains fame as
the amateur wrestling capital of
the West Coast with the opening
of the Ninth Annual Pacific Coast
Intercollegiate Tournament here
this afternoon.
Action starts with a session of
preliminary matches in Spartan
Gym at 1 o’clock.
Miss Julie Gallagher, Kappa
Alpha Theta pledge, will reign
SA Queen over the two-day mat
carnival.
Defending PCI champion Oregon
State will meet the challenges of
15 other grappling teams. More
than 100 wrestlers is ill compete
during the meet. Hugh Mumby, Spartan wrestling

Members of last year’s campus blood drive committee examine the Si-lab Pereira Memorial
Blood Drive trophy. SJS lost possession of the
award last year after having held if, for two
years. San Jose Elks donated the $1300 trophy,

Faculty ’Disturbed’ by Students;
Policy Change Effective Next Fall

Far Future
Man To Be
’Bug-Eyed’

Sherwood
Leaves SJS
Undamaged
By BILL GODFREY
Looking like a straight "C" student on the GI Bill, Don (The
World’s Greatest Disc Jockey)
Sherwood gave- a packed Morris
Dailey Auditorium audience last
night what they had not exactly
expected: A show that was a
credit to San Jose State College.
From the moment that the San
Francisco "disc jockey" sauntered
before the crowd, wearing denims.
Ivy League shirt and car coat,
until he waved good-bye an hour
and a half later, he had the people
in his pocket.
cracked jokes,
Sherwood
"sang," "danced" and gesticulated
with hand, head and foot Co the
never-ending delight of the audience.
He could have stood motionless,
not saying a word, and still
brought down the house.
Speculation was rife every since
the Social Affairs Committee contracted Sherwood for the show
whether or not he would "clean
up" ’his "Sherwoodlsm" for a college crowd. Ile did, but left a
dusty spot here and there.
Taking up most of the time on
the show. but still getting a big
response, aides-de-camp Julie Mason, Ken Card. Charlie Raino,
Ford and Williams and the
.Howard Fredric Orchestra filled
Ill when Sherwood was back -stage.

Dorlans
To Dance 1.
Saturday
Members of the Dorians, faculty
dancing and social club, will present "Shamrock Shuffle". for faculty and non-faculty guests tomorrow from 730 p.m. to midnight at
Havenly Foods restaurant.
The dinner-dance event will featore entertainment by the "Green
Doors," a band recruited from the
faculty.
A trophy will he awarded to the
department with the highest percentage of attendance. The trophy
is permanent and may he retained
by the winning department in its
own trophy case.
Special prizes will be awarded
the individuals or couples wearing
green in the most original manner.
Reservations, which Were due
by Monday, were handled by
Frank Willey, secretary -treasurer
of the Dorians.

thematics, will continue to be offered but not for credit.
In the speech area, students
with satisfactory competence may
be excused from the requirement
of Speech 2A upon recommendation of the Speech Department.
Students excused from 2A would
substitute another speech course
or general education class.
Social science requirements
established by the State Administrative Code may he met by
students who make satisfactory
scores on examinations.
Also, under terms of the ’new
policy, qualified students may be
tested and receive college credit
at SJS when they enter as freshmen from ’nigh school.
A student, on his own initiative,
may take a College Board Advanced Placement Examination to determine his standing. College credit will be given for demonstrated
ability in any of the fields covered.
The standard -changing program,
expected to have wide effect on
a
thethsret
uedzIti r bsottulyd,y, is
resultythseeveral f aocf.

ulty and administration committees.
The committees’ recommendations were approved by the Academic Deans’ Council and by Pres.
John T. Wahlquist.
"The study began because the
faculty long has been disturbed
by achievements of students at
SJS," according to Dean Halideroad.
"Many students who demonstrate an ability to do college work
in the aptitude tests don’t measure up to these scores on achievement tests." he said.
Through the use of a limited
number of remedial courses, Dean
Harcleroad reported, the college
will try to aid those students with
a general aptitude for college who
show achievement deficiencies in
some area.
"We want to give them a chance
be
they’ve demonstrated
they’re good enough for college
work," he concluded.

SPARTACAMP PLANNERS

Spartaramp committee members and i’ouansclors are pictured
above as they uorked far into the night earlier this week assembling material for Spartacamp, which will he held this vteekend
at AIGHOMA r. Front row 11-r) are :Margie Jackson, tierry- wion
and Paula Kessemeier. Diek Robinson, director, looks on in the
background.photo by Doug 11111.

The northern school has walked
off with top honors at the last
three PC1 gatherings, and from
all indications will repeat for a
fourth successive time unless 0111.
of
the "dark horses" named hy
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program. "Those who can’t or
won’t learn we want to get rid
of, particularly the drones."
Besides English composition,
four other areas are affected by
the policy revisions: reading,
speech, mathematics and social
science.
Dr. Harcleroad explained that
while Education A, Fundamentals
of Reading. and Psychology 2, Improvement of Reading. will not be
given for credit next fall, the work
of the reading clinic will be expanded to include all students deficient in reading, not just those in
teacher-education.
The new policy also calls for a
remedial course in mathematics
to help students achieve a nun imam of mathematical competence regardless of their major.
Math A, Fundamentals of Ma-

IreirtM1..

aluinby manages to i,accaer more Washington State shared the
. than a few surprises
buirels.
OSC humbled the locals in their
Mumby entertains hopes of
, regular season engagement, 18-6, , championship harda are being gobr in the victor’s quarters. That set. hied up by three members of his
back was dated Feb. 13 Since 10-man club: 123-pounder Marvin
then, San Jose has forged ahead Ftodrigues, 167-1b. Ken Spagnola
with snowballing success Oregon and 177 -lb Russ Camillert "I just
fell, 18-14. and the Spartans crush- ’feel these fellas can do the job
ed Southern Oregon, 18-3. In its for us," Mumby reported.
last three ventures. San Jose State, Camilleci, yet to suffer defeat
outpointed a visiting Air Force ’ this season, finished second last
Academy, 19-11; turned back San- year while competing in the 191 ta Clara, 24-3; and dumped 1.1C- lb. division. Spagnola is undefeatLA, 26-4.
ed but once tied. lie battled UC.
/US has never completely Fuji. LA’s defending 167 -lb champ Bar.d the roost in the Pacific Coast ry Billington to a 1-1 standoff in
uresttling scene. The closest the their exciting bout here Feb. 27.
spartans ever came to this goal
Rodrigues carted off a fourth
(Continued on Page 31
11 A% in 1932, when san Jowe and

patteuta

for which 10 colleges are competing this year.
The award was established in memory of Selah
Pereira, San Jose resident uho died in 1951.
The one -day drive will he held !Hank 18 on the
SJs campus.photo 113 Roll Blaisdell.

Academic Revisions

By CATHIE TREAGLE
In an attempt to "weed out students who don’t belong in college ,
and to provide differential placement," recently adopted revisions
in SJS’ academic policies will go
into effect next fall, Or, Fred F.
Harcleroad, dean of the college,
said today.
A facet of the new program was
disclosed earlier this semester
when Dean Harcleroad announced
that several remedial courses, including sub-freshman composition,
will not be offered for credit beginning next term.
Among the general policy items
outlined by the program are:
1. No one who has not taken
the pre -registration tests at SJS
may enroll as a regular student
or be accepted as a candidate for
a degree.
2. Students whose tests show deficiencies in more than two fundamental skills, such as reading,
arithmetic or English, will be discouraged from enrolling or continuing.
3. College - wide standardized
tests comparable to the pre -registration tests will be used to show
that students have removed deficiencies in the fundamental skills.
4. Students transferring from
other colleges, will take the same
battery of tests demanded of entering freshmen.
"We’re after students who
really want to learn," Dean liar eleroad said in explaining the
-

coach, tabs the title -defending
Beavers the "team to beat " Ibis.
ever. Mumby is not without hope
for his own proteges, who have
captured 11 of 13 dual matches
this season.
"%il’e should finish in the first
four or fist, (places 1." N1umby
stated yesterday. Oregon 11.’n1%eniity, Washington Stab, and
Cal Poly will join forces with
San Jose State in a dri%e to unseat a time -tested Oregon State

LOS ANGELES (UP) -1f projections of Biology Professor Jay
M. Savage work out, man of the
85th century will he a bald,
nearly toeless, big -domed, spindle -legged, bug-eyed night.
The Unlyersity of Southern
California prof arrived at his unflattering picture of Homo sapiens 65 centuries hence, by projecting present trends of changes in the human form.
Toes. Savage says, are getting
shorter. Why, right now, according to the professor, about all a
human needs is a big toe as a
balancer.
Nature intended hair to protect man against the elements
but hats, cars, houses and umbrellas are making it unnecessary. Result? More bald headed
men, Savage says. And, probably
bald headed women.
Heads already are getting larger to house more brains.
Ergs are haying less to do
and an a result they’re getting
skinnier while man is getting
taller, says the prof.
The bug eyts? From watching
television, mnybe?
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ROTC ’Deficiencies’
Get Pentagon Notice
By HUGH McGRAW
Loud noises have been emanating from Washington recently
concerning the condition of our
military services. This uproar may
eventually have an effect on the:
SJS ROTC program.
Pentagon officials are especially
apprehensive about the Illt1101.er
of young officers and the gradually
diminishing supply of high caliber
personnel.
Look magazine this week looks
over "Our Military Manpower
Scandal" and states that the colCOL. EMERY A. COOK
lege ROTC programs are not func,
AFROTC Head
tioning properly. The article claims
Air Force officials are considering
reducing or even eliminating their
ROTC units, and the Army has
assigned a civilian team to determine why its ROTC is not attractSAN JOSE (CP)Santa Cla- ing higher quality students.
Here at SJS. Lt. Col. Emery A.
ra Connty Dist. Atty. Louis
Bergna said Wednesday he Cook, head of the AFROTC unit.
would demand the death penal- and Lt. Col. Edward S. Robbins,
ty for Thomas W. Cordry 111 In head of the Army ROTC unit, had
his trial for the "urge" slaying information that contradicted the
nation-wide repot.t
of Deena Bonn.
Colonel Cook said that forfeit"On the basis of information
1
have as aliable to me 1 ing the AFROTC program for the
is ould ask
the death penalty," proposed four month OCS course
would be a poor approach to the
liemmt
problem. Eighty per cent of the
Air Force officers now come from
the ROTC program.
lie admitted that there had been
a slight decrease in the number
of cadets, but he cited the relatively peaceful world scene and
the new five-year tour of duty for
be E. Finlay Carter. director Of flight officers as major reasons
Stanford Research Institute. Alsofor this decrease. When asked
on Sunday will he Catholic and about the quality of his cadets.
I. (font’! Cook replied, "I think we
Protestant church services.
have a good high-caliber group
In addition to the speakers, oIthlk
gh experience
binson stated there will he observ. what
na7erathgne’uofficer is like,
ers from industry and other col- and our boys rank high." Ile said
Imes, plus Ray Freeman and Doug a man who Is willing to take a
five-year tour of duty is a good
Williams, past directors of the
prospect for a career officer.
Freeman a as also ASB
camp.
Colonel Robbins of the Army
president last year.
ROTC, although admitting to a

Bergna To Ask
Death Penalty

10 per cent drop-off in cadet enrollment, said the average had remained remarkably (teady. He
agreed with Colonel Cook and said,
"The vvorld scene at registration
day can be a very important factor in controlling the number of
cadets oho eni.oll in the ROTC
program."

Program
Gradually
Growing

SJS’ athletic scholarship and
work -aid program is gradually
building up a full head of steam,
despite the temporary technicality
of the Men’s Physical Education
Department running out of money.
According to S. Glen ’Tiny"
Hartranft, Men’s P.E. Department
head, there are now approximately
60 athletes in all sports receiving some form of assistance under
the new West Coast Athletic Conference rules that SJS adopted
December 12. The WCAC decree,’
that an athlete may receive tuition and one meal per day in season, or be given an on -campus
Job paying not more than 9100
per month. Ilartranft stated that
SJS’ training table would be in
the cafeteria when it opens this
fall.
Arthur Hubbard, director of publicity for the Men’s Physical Education Department, made it clear
that not all the athletes are receiving the full amount of aid that
is allowed, largely because of limited budgets of the individual sections within the department.
The budget of the entire department took a beating because of
the poor 1957 football season, in
which SJS came out $27,000 in
the red.
The department’s $30.000 spring
sports budget took a step toward
being met, when the Student
Council voted a $5000 grant. with
SJS’ proposed mechanical engineering program is up for final another $5000 possibly to be grantapproval today at Santa Rosa where Pre. John T. Wahlquist and ed March 15. The newly -formed
engineering head Norman 0. Gunderson are conferring with the Spartan Foundation has promised 820.000 sometime next month.
State Board of Education.
If the program is approved ----and Gunderson believe,. it will be
SJS would be permitted to offer a major iii mechanical engineering
starting next fall.
:ae..essaftioifel:a
xYaicakc.,:aaaaaf5e4.
Included in the proposed curriculum are 12 new courses, four of
S:
them in the nuclear power field. Gunderson said it is hoped financial
1.‘
assistance would be granted from the Atomic Energy Commission
for the purchase of nuclear equipment if the curriculum is approved
Gunderson estimates between 25-35 per cent of SJS engineering
students would select mechanical engineering as their major. "It
You can be the
probably would rank number two behind electrical engineering in
best -dressed man
..
enrollment," he said.
in the Employment
Need for a mechanical engineering major is pointed out by the
Office because
fact that. during the past year. 85 industrial firms visited KIS to
Roos has faith
Interview graduating engineers. Of these, 66 specifically requested
in you. Get
Interviews with mechanical engineers, according to Gunderson.
+nal iob
A delegation of Santa Clara valley industrialists is accompanying
c..
Suit up now,
Dr. Wahlquist and Gunderson today. tail with another purpose in mind.
take 6 months
the
state
ask
to
authorize
is
expected
to
board
delegation
The
to pay!
SJS to seek accreditation for undergraduate engineering aork, and
to offer a program of graduate engineering instruction.
State colleges are not allowed to do so because of a 1953 agreement with the University of. California
A bill, A.B. No. 1, now before the legislature. would allow stati,
colleges to offer accredited engineering courses The bill is a’. intro’
Fi,1,1t Swii:s
duced by Assemblyman Bruce F. Allen at -Los Gatos) Tuesday.

Leadership Group
Leaves Tomorrow
By BUNNY ROBINSON
Early tomorrow morning 200
campers, 36 counselors, 13 committee members and 41 faculty
and administratie consultants will
board seven Peerless Stages bound
for Spartacamp, annual SJS leadership training camp which will be
held at Asilomar
Dick Robinson. director, urges
that everyone planning to attend
be in front of the Student Union
by 7:30 a.m. "sharp."
When the group arrives at Asilomar. about an hour and a half’s
journey from the Student Union,
each person will be assigned to a
Longhousc and given discussion
material. Then box lunches will
be handed out.
Discussion material has been organized into booklets, which each
camper and counselor will receive.
Carol Bailey did the cover and
Bob Daggett is responsible for interior design.
Robinson said that this year’s
program has been designed primarily to interrat the individual.
He said that the committee has
"tried hard to make the camper
guide more interesting and to improve its continuity." Each camper will be assigned to
a discussion group of 12 campers,
two counselors and one faculty
consultant. Robinson emphasizes,
however, that counselors and faculty will he acting strictly as
guides and that campers will do
the discussing. He added that the
informal atmosphere of the camp
"should bring forward a free interchange of ideas."
Opening speaker on Saturday
will he Melvin Holmfeld. superintendent of schools in Menlo Park.
Closing speaker, on Sunday, will

Engineering Program
Up for Final Approval

Kept./ E;01.41.0
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Students in 1 The /,4’tt seat
G uild PI ’wil

FINE ARTS
ANTHONT TARAVELLA, Foe Arts Ed.tor

Fine Arts Loom Large
’DRAMA
.; night s the n.,;ht I. see James Thurher’s saihe-ticated fairy
tale story, The Thirteen Clocks" which will be presented by Speech
and Drama Department at 8:15 in Studio Theater. A repeat performance will be gisen tomorrow night at the same time.
The show wiil be a stag. d reading of a dramatized sersion of a
book by Thurber. and will feature the unique effect crf projected
scenery Dr. Courtaney Brooks, associate professor of speech, is directing the production.
Although dramatized readings are no ceceLt innovation, they are
currently enjoying popularity in the U.S. Ch ,rles Laughton is largely
credited with reviving readings in this country. One of the most famous of these has been George Bernard Shaw’s -Don Juan in Hell."
In a dramatized reading, actors merely sit on stools or stand
while reading from a script. The audience then listens and supplies
the necessary action using its imagination. Actors usually are dressed
in formal attire.
Staging for tonight’s production is under the direction of J. Wendell Johnson, associate professor of drama. Lighting is being handled
by Ken Dorst. assistant professor of drama.
ART
An exhibition of painting, sculpture and ceramic art was put on
display this week in the Art Building. The exhibit is being shown
through the courtesy of the Art Department and is sponsored by
Sangba, a campus student organ tuition dedicated to the interOpen at I P.M.
!Change of cultural and philosophiPizza with a "Persona/Hy" cal values with the Orient.
Pieces on exhibition are from
HOUSE OF PIZZA
the personal collection of Dr. Jay
Ave.,
CY
Alinadir
7-91011
898
McCullough, assistant professor of
Now the Civic Auditorium
philosophy. Dr McCullough collected the items while on a recent
tour to Japan. Korea. China. and
Coffee Dote?
Formosa.
Anyone interested in Sangha
DIERKS DONUTS
membership may contact Dr.
6 A.M. to II P.M
McCulloguh at Ext. 481.
Delta Phi Delta and Alpha
370 AUZERAIS STREET
Gamma, the two SJS art fraternities. will sponsor an all -student
art show from March 17 to April
PROVIDENT LIFE
10 in the art wing of the Art

AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE CO.
announces the
affiliation of
LAY NE GLIDEELL
V
as agent for

the

Gerry Condran Agency
420 ParkCY 5-1155

Shop

at

VALLEY FAIR

Then . . .
Relax and Dine
at the

PINECONE
Restaurant
21101 STEVENS CREEK

RD.

VALLEY FAIR
I S.

15. Branding Iron is Ms
nert door

PINECONE

25c

Coupon
Reduction
R

25c

Building.
The exhibit will include works
in oils and mixed media, water
color, prints, ink washes and
drawings, sculpture and ceramics
and crafts and jewelry.
Professonal artists will serve as
judges for the show. First place
winner in all categories will receive a $10 cash prize. Students
may submit their work on March
12 in B18 between 7730 am and
5 p.m. Art students must obtain
a release card signed by their
instructor for any work done during a class period. Cards are avail in the art office.
MUsiC
A symphonic band concert will
be presented by the Music Department Thursday night at 8:15
I in Concert Hall.
Robert Hare, assistant professor of music, will direct the
orohoorn in 11 selections.

BE A MAGICIAN
WRITE
DR. MEYER BLOCH

In preparation for James Thurber’s "The Thirteen (’locks" are
two members of the east. The play will be presented tonight and
tomorross night at 8:15 in Studio Theater.

’
By ARLENE PHILLIPS
;
Jim Burpee is an art major.
To many people, this would indicate a withdrawn individual with
tendencies to sit in a lonely
corner and brood about "life" and
about the fact that "nobody understands me."
Quite the contrary is true. Bur.
pee thinks about life but the corners he finds are not lonely. As for
thinking that "Nobody understands me," here is what he says:
"Of course it is true that many
people don’t understand artists,
just as it is true that many people
don’t understand school teachers,
musicians, ditch diggers, or scientists. But the artist who excuses
himself from his social obligations
by saying that nobody understands
him is not being truthfull with
other people nor with himself."
TRUTH IS BIG WORD
As I interviewed Burpee, I realized that truth is a very big word
in -this man’s life. It is the first
word he uses when asked what he
wants other people to see in his
paintings. When speaking of nonobjective (modern) art, he says,
". . . modern art is many times a
very large and very trUthful mirror of reality."
Since we were on the subject of
modern art, and since I had recently read something about Picasso, I decided to follow it
through. I wasn’t as well informed
on the subject as I had thought
because as I sat listening to Burpee modern art became something
realsomething much more than
just a subject to discuss and argue
about.
-There is now a large gulf between artists and society." stated
Burpee. The question. "W h y?"
was not quite out of my mouth
when he continued. "This is because of the values of our modern
age. Everything is mechanical and
therefore, everything is special, ized. Art has reacted against this
specialization but in doing so: ar-
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A&M Auto Repair

Eaatern Magical Society

Auto Repair
Automatic Transmission Specialty
CY 5-4247
Student Rates
456 E. Sa Salvador, San Jos

Will This Coupon Just . . .

51.50

240 RIVINGTON STREET
New York 2, N.Y.
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and felicity
oSoirn, e people will tell you the ultimate in enjoyment
kicks from
their
get
course,
of
...ers,
Others,
cigar.
I’s t l’oht up a goo d
San Jose Theater Guild
fea11
bottles.
lure four SJS students when it
For me, listening to June Christy is unparalleled glee.
presents "The Desk Set." in Hotel
artistic
The musical world is grateful she did not purse her
Sainte Claire tomorrow and SatChristy
studies,
o peer.dnies,because outside of Ella Fitzgerald, blue-eyed Miss
h
urday nights at 8:15.
perThe play will be a circle theater
Last week I talked with Miss Christy and found her off-age
production and the first of this sonality as buoyant and airy as it is in front of the spotlights.
type produced by the Guild. It Is
**FORGOT ABOUT ART"
a modern, sophisticated comedy
"I joined my first band in -order to get enough money for art
concerning a think ng machine,
school," she told me. -Then, I began to have such fun singing th6t
Emtnerac, which is supposed to be
forgot momentarily about art. I tvalized I didn’t really have a talent
able to answer all questions on
at
for art. I take the brush out occasionally, but I’m so embarrassed
such complicated subjects as love
the results that I quickly put it away."
and war.
Q: How did you "get your start" with Stan Kenton?
SJS students taking part in the
A. When Stan came to Chicago, pitich was about IRO miles
play include Gwen Sack as Elsa.
from my home in Deca(ur. I rushed into his agency. I’d already
Claire Bodm, Marie: Jeanne
been thrown out of there several times and they never allowed
Cooke, Lady In Black and Larme to go past the reception desk. If he hadn’t needed a vocalist
riane Corini as Anne.
I doubt if you ever would have heard about June Christy.
’The Desk Set’ ,was recently
Q: You were not recording. Was it your own record Kenton heard?
seen on Broadway starring Shir. A. Yes. Very definitely mine. It wan a test record I had
ley Booth. Students will be admitmade. I had $6 to my name at the time and the record cost me
ted to the performance at a spec$5.50. That left just about enough for my car fare to the agency.
ial rate, the Guild business manQ: What do you like most about jazz?
ager stated.
A. That people of all ages and with no many diverse cultural
backgrounds can enjoy it. Personally, I prefer to sing to college-age
people, but it’s nice to know jazz Is so universally accepted.

tists have,

in reality, become
specialists themselves. An artist
must paint what he considers to
be truth but he should paint so
that he can communicate this
truth to all people and not just to
other artists."
HEAITATION
When listening to Burpee talk
about art, it is hard to believe that
tIt is 20-year-old art ’education
major from San Lorenzo ever
hesitated in his art career. But
he has.
-When I was in high school." he
said, "I reached a very low ebb in
art. I felt as if I were backed up
against a stone wall because I
knew I hadn’t reached the high
point in my creative abilities and
yet I could think of nothing to
paint. It was very frustrating.
"Luckily, though, I had an excellent teacher and I went to him
with my problem. His answer was
a simple one but one I have found
to be a great help. ’Paint what you
know,’ he told me and that’s what
I have tried to do eser since."

"THRILLING, EXCITING THING"
Q: Were your recent trips to Europe successful?
It
most of Burpee’s
A. Our reception was a thrilling, exciting thing. Here, wi hat.’
painting is done with a brush and
controversy as to whether jazz is an art form. There, there is
a
colors, he paints with a pencil and
no controversy. Jazz is accepted as much as Stravinsky. We filled
words as well, for he also has
concert halls in Europe which you couldn’t fill in the United States
written some poetry. One of’ his
with 12 of the biggest names in the business. Germany is an espoems, "The Moth." follows:
pecially fine jazz eountry, for Instance, and so are Sweden and
The moth comes and circles
Denmark.
around the light
Q: Is your 3 -year-old daughter showing any rock ’n roll sympdance of reflected hubcaps
toms?
on the asphalt surface:
A. Not yet, Randle, and let’s hope not. I will be very much
doors siallill shut.
for
lit des clop a taste (is that the is
disappointed if she cI
To the little window and away
Presley.
to confirm ideas
(MONDAY: A lh:it with Jerry ("(ireat Balls of Fire") Lewis)
over clouds of little steam
and the smell in onions
And flies away
Or dies there.
Burpee, who will graduate iii
June he entered SJS when he
The Nationally Advertised Sanitone Process
was 16t, would like to do graduate work and eventually teach art
Thorough
Quick
Convenient
in a college. He already teaches
adult classes in beginning oil
painting on Saturdays in Livermore.
The interview was over. Jim
Burpee unfolded his tall frame
IN BY 9
OUT AT
from the chair and sauntered
away, leaving me with a deeper
understanding of art.

DRY CLEANING

Special

DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second & San Carlos

Reasons for the failure of Explorer II to go Into orbit were Riven
yesterday, and Soviet Ambassador Mikhail A. Menshlkov made news
by scheduling a meeting with Secretary of State John Foster Dulles.

Failure. of the fourth -stage rocket in the Army’s Jupiter C
Elizabeth Taylor
missile apparently kept the U.S. satellite Explorer It from going
Montgomery Cliff
into orbit around the earth, a key satellite scientist said yesterday.
Eva Marie Saint
A brief statement by Dr. William H. Pickering, director of the
Jet Propulsion. Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology, 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
said: "The preliminary evidence is that the last stage did not produce
any thrust. This means it did not get up to velocity, and there is a
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
great probability that it (the satellite) is not in orbit."
Marlon Brando
"SAYONARA"
Sot iet Ambassador Mikhail A. Nlenshlkov scheduled a surprise call on secretary Dulles yesterday, apparently In connection
Rod Cameron J Carroll Naish
with a new Soviet move for an East-West summit conference.
"YAQUI DRUMS"
The State Department said Menshikov requested the appointIIIIIII011111111111111110111111111111111IMI
ment and Dunes agreed to meet with him.
Meanwhile, the United States rejected Russia’s terms for an EastWest summit meeting. The rejection of Soviet proposals for a limited
foreign ministers meeting as a prelude to a summit conference was
handed to Menshikov.

Symphonic Premiere
Fountai,,s Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
7th &

E. SANTA CLARA

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
CV 2-7726
BARGAIN PRICES
FRESH MEATS
EXCELLENT SERVICE,
GRADE A

CHOICE

Rib Lamb Chops

Lb. 74c
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CYpress 3-3701
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"RAINTREE COUNTY"
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Ladies Suits

SHANK’S

The old Pony Express rider Is due for a revivaland no are
his arch foes, the pesky InJuns.
Carrying 20-pound mailbags, the durable frontier mailman will
gallop the 1966-mile ride from St. Joseph, Mo. to Sacramento, the
historic route of the Pony Express,

que44

By RANDIE

Artist Finds Modern Art ’Mirror of Reality’

en

Kentucky Fried
Chicken
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RARIN’ TO GO

Prtday. litareti 7, 1tY1R

Franks
Lb. 48c
Rib Steak

Lb. 72c

The world premiere of a symphonic work by Spanish composer
Joaquin Rodrigo will be presented
tonight by the S a n Francisco
Symphony Orchestra.
Rodrigo, who has been blind
since the age of 3, composes in
His symphony, "Fantasia Para
Un Gentilhombre" (Fantasy for a
Nobleman) is dedicated to Spanish
classic guitarist, Andres Segovia,
soloist for the premier performance.
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EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Natalie Wood Karl Malden
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ANNA MAGNANI
ANTHONY MANN
ANTHONY FRANCIOSA
. HAL

"BOMBER 852"
Goa Kelly

Gaynor

"LES GIRLS"
MAYFAIR
Marion Brand

"SAYONARA"
Robert Mltchum

"ENEMY BELOW"
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"and God
Created woman"

AND

"LET’S BE HAPPY"
Tony Mri,, Ver

... bin the devil invented
-71inetizitse ilihr411

Ellen

The Moon May Be
Made of

Remember . . .

LARK’S
Where the Hot Dog is King
also featuring .

Steaks on a French
Roll with Fries
Italian Sausage
Burgers
Stan and

Isabel Vaughn
P,oni

Between 4th and 5th on
Santa Clara Street

But vou don’t have
to be an explorer to get the best
Bring This Ad With You For Reduction

35c

25c

of . .

50c

Medium
Small
Large
Good only for the month of MARCH

The HOLLAND
12th

and Santo Clara Street

--911111,

Al Stars
To Bolster
Varsity
Baseballers Clash
With Cal Again
By LOU LUCIA
Third largest loss of the season
was reported by Coach Ed Sobczak
while speaking of tomorrow’s
baseball clash with the Cul Bears
at 315 on the University’s field.
Besides the Stanford and Cal
losses, Bob Colombo was declared
ineligible because of a lack of total units. Sobezak said Colombo’s
departure would be a "great loss,"
as last year’s .300 plus hitter had
shown improvement both at bat
and afield. "lie’s lightning fast
and has a good arm," lamented
Sobczak.
A tentative starting line-up for
the Spartan-Cal game Is:
SJS
CAL
I
Bob Krail
ss’Roger Gregg
26
Jerry Bkr
2b Brni Simpson 3b
Jim Schrnidt
If Bob Puccini,Ili
rf
John Postomily lb Chas. Thompson
Jim Thompson cf Peul Oriner
lb
or Mik Yger
Torn Palma
If
Don Christiansen c’Peul Piper
cf
Hrvisy Johnson 3b’Mike White
ss
Emmett Li.
rf Ted Felk
Al FA/min/yr*
p
Ron Roe is to share mound duties with MacIntyre. Yeager may
make his first start for the varsity, while another JVer. Chuck
Larson, gives battle to Jim Long
and Baker for the second base
station. George Dudley, small but
aggressive, also is making a bid
for a starting berth.
Buzz F:Irey has shown constant
improvement at the initial sack
and if the situation warrants, either Rostomily or Elrey may both
start with one in the outfield.
Sobczak judged, "The combo of
Krail and Baker has not had too
many double-play chances, so as of
yet, I have not had a good chance
to see how they work together."
"Each player who made the first
two trips was used, and now all
outfield positions are undecided,
especially through the loss of Colombo. Some infield positions are
open too, and I won’t hesitate to
use JV players who merit a chance
at these positions," the coach
stated.
Johnson, at the third base slot.,
is taking the starting role from
vet Harry Haley for tomorrow’s
encounter. Bobezak said Johnson
has shown a vast improvement
with a bat and at the bag.
The mentor looks for a closer
struggle than last time when the
Bears recorded a 5-1 decision. The
line-up is juggled so that almost
every other starter swings from
the left side of the plate.
Southpaws are Baker, Rostornily. Yeager and Johnson.

Sime To Defend
Track Coronets
SANGER, Calif. (UP)Central
AAU officials announced today Dave Sime will defend his 100
and 220 yard dash titles at the
track and field meet here June 7.
Two years ago, Sime set a world
mark of 20 seconds flat In the 220
yard dash and also tied the world
record of 9.3 seconds in the 100
yard dash on the fast Sanger
track.
Fresno Slate’s Mike Agostini of
Trinidad. who "pushed" Sime to
the record marks, is expected to
Compete in the meet again.
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SPARTAN TIGER

(Continued from Page II
Trophies will he ass sited to the
place medal in the 123-lb. class top tom teams. while first through
from the 1957 WI convention,
rfourth place medals will he pre A fourth Spartan hopeful its sented individuals in each of the
heavyweight Nick natiger. San10 weight classifications.
ger placed third uniting the tinTeam points will be dletermlnlimited* last year.
ed on a basks of 10-7-4-2 for the
lineup.
Munsby’s
announced yes- , first four places In each event.
includes non-letterman Additional points may be seestod ay,
Carlos Arevalo in the 115-lb, bout. I initiated during the bouts.
Regular Don Pernta will get the j Competition has twen divided
nod in the 130-lb. class, while into four sessions, with this after.
George Uchida will carry San; noon’s preliminary bouts comprisJose’s colors among 137 -lb. con- ing the first round. Quarter-final
testants.
?matches will get under way toMyron Nevrainnont will repre- ’ night at 7:30.
sent the locals in the 147 -lb. WO- ’ Action will resume tomorrow
don and Donn Mall in the 157-16, ietternoon at 1 o’clock with semi class. Bill Sickels will be entered final and preliminary consolation
III the 191-1b. grouping.
bouts on tap. Final consolations
and championships will be determfiled in the evening starting at
7:30.
The student price for bouts on
Friday, March 17
Friday is 50 cents. The same price
will stand at each session SaturFRESHMAN BASEBALL
SJS Frosh vs. Menlo Junior Col- day. Tournament tickets covering
all four sessions will be sold for
lege. Here--3:15 p.m.
SI. Ducats may be obtained at
FRESHMAN TRACK
SJS Frosh entered in the Santa thedoor.
Clara Valley Athletic League Ins itaticurl.
GYMNASTICS
SJS vs. Cal Poly and Occidental
at San Luis Obispo 3 o’clock.
WRESTLING
SJS entered in Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Wrestling Tournaiisent. Starting times-- 1 and 7:30
The SJS gymnastics squad trap so Spartan Gym
vels th San Luis Obispo today to
Saturday, March 8
meet Cal Poly and Occidental in a
BASEBALL
three-way meet.
SJS vs Cal at Berkeley -.2:30
The gymnasts are going south
Ready for plenty of action, Dick Aanger will he San Jose State’s I p.m.
entry in the heavyweight din ision of the Pacific Coast Intercolwith a record of two wins and
TRACK
legiate Wrestling Tournament. Rugged Sanger, who also plays on
SJS vs. Stanford and Santa three losses.
the Spartan football signed, placed third in the tourney last season.
One of the squad’s wins was a
Clara Youth Center at Stanford.
78-18 victory over Occidental ear2 p.m.
lier this season. SJS has not faced
WRESTLING
SJS entered in Pacific Coast In- Cal Poly this season.
The sgitad’s last meet was a
tercollegiate Wrestling Tourna75-66 win over Stanford Saturment. Starting timesI and 7:30
p.m. Spartan Gym.
day. But this was an expensive
SWIMMING
victory for Coach Bill Gustaf SJS vs. Treasure Island. There son’s gymnasts. Talented tramBy RANDIE E. POE
--8 p.m.
polinist Ted Bogios suffered a
SJS’ track teamalready beset by hard luckhopes some sunsevere neck injury and will he
shine comes through tomorrow afternoon in its spike opener at Palo
out of action and Jim Schmidt
Alto against Stanford and the Santa Clara Valley Youth Village.
took a bad spill off the horironThe Spartans were hit with double-barreled misfortune this week
tal bars and reinjured a shim!.
when:
I. Hurdle-broadjump standout Alonzo Wilkins was declared in- Entered as second clam matter Apall der putting him on the side.
eligible for this season due to a lack of sufficient junior college credits 24, 1934, at San Jose, Calif., under Is.. lines for the rest of the season.
act of March 3, 1679 Member Califor. weordIng to (lustafson.
when he transtei red from Valley!
aim Newspaper Publishers’ Association
Gustafson said that on the
JC.
Published daty by IS,. Associated Stu. brighter side 1101) Davis’ injured
2. Pole vaulter Chuck Highdents of San JOSS Stlit CO11090, 11111CPf
tower suffered a rib injury in
Saturday and Sunday, during the college arm held up under competition
year with one issu during each final Saturday and that he will be ready
sailing lit -feet during last fleeli’S
esarnination period.
for today’s meet.
Inten.111Mi Meet.
Telephone: CYpress 4-6414 Editorial
SJS will play host to the state
Scheduled
to
face
the
cream
of
3. Wes Bond, mile star, may sit
Fe 210. Ads,ertising Ext 211
college gymnastics championships
out the season because of a series the high school crop, coach Stu EDITOR
JIM DRENNAN
Inman’s freshman track team Bus. MGRS.
WILLIAM GUIMONT, to be held in Spartan Gym at 1:30
of ailments.
JOANNA HILBY p.m. Saturday, March 15.
journeys today to Santa Clara
BILL PHILLIPS
Attending the championships
SIR UNDERDOG
Valley Athletic League Invitation- DAY EDITOR
Thus, Coach Bud Winter’s lo- al meet.
NEWS EDITOR
BILL GODFREY will be Los Angeles State, seventh
cals will be a significant underdog
JOHN SALAMIDA in the 1957 NCAA tournament;
Fresh from a nerve-shattering SPORTS EDITOR
Long Beach State; Fresno State,
tomorrow.
dual meet with Stanford’s frosh. DAILY COMMENT EDITORS
CATHY FERGUSON, RANDIE E. POE 14th in the 1957 NCAA tournaStanford figures to cop the Inman expects his young team, Fine
Arts Editor
Anthony Tarawa’
10017, with hurdler Chuck Cobb, aided by one solid week of good Photo Editor
Gene Tyler ment: and Cal Poly.
John R. Adams
miler Norm Lloyd. and 440-wee training weather, to give a better Exchange Editor
Flo Hamilton
Librarian
Don Chesarek expected to lead performance.
Barbara Greuner
Copy Desk Chief
OVERHAUL
the point-getting.
Against Stanford, Dick Kimmel!, Wire Editor
. Patti Kitlly
SPECIALS!
John Nickolson and Cliff McMar- Society Editor
Charlene Shetucir
The SCNYV, too, will trot out
tini swept the pole vault event, ReportersJames Adams, Patrick Bunds.
AUTO TRANS. 835 "’
more .than a few talented spikers.
Ralph Chatoin, Joe Crow, John CurAll makes
while Mike Airington won the shot
ry. W. C. Dannnbrink, David Elliott,
Included on its roster are HunVALVE JOBS $15 ad
put and Red Annable tied for first
Phil Geiger, Elmer Gntry, Samuel
garian distance kingpin Laszlo TaSpe,.ial Rate for Students with
In the 120 high hurdles.
Hartsfleld, Ray Helier. Louis Lucia
Ar.,B c,-ds
bori, who has run the mile in 3:59.
Barbara Luett, Hugh McGraw, Malin national indoor highjump champ,
&
John’s Garage
Fred
du Mason. Conrad Mueller. Robert
Petrson. Arlene Phillips, Bill Phillips.
Herm Wyatt, an ex-Spartan, and around the 165-ft. mark thus
1567 S. First St. CT 54461
Itevierly Reynolds, Bunny Robinson
Olympic pole vaulter George Mat- far.
Hugh Scott Eel., Sherman. George
Junior Jones and Ray Fitzhugh
tos, also a former Spartan.
Skelton Cathi Treagle, Larry Wotan,
head up the SJS broadjump deleBob Wilson.
REDUS OVERWEIGHT
gation and Larry Collier, John ADVERTISING STAFF, Ken Dillon, TOM
One of the disappointments for Ross, Jim Pierce and Milt StewFinnegan, Dick Folgr, PhI Gagman,
Del Gillharn. frank Hoai, Ron Kelley,
SJS thus far has been Clint Redus, art spark the discus brigade.
Roger L e a n, Irene Sprague, Faye
who is almost 20 pounds overOverall, the Spartans don’t fiWest, Phil Wood, Irene Yarnmura,
weight. Redue; in top form, would gure to be in the fight.
Dave Yossem.
give Cobb fits of discomfort in
the hurdles.

Sports Slate

Spartan Gymnasts
Travel to Cal Poly;
Seek Third Victory

SJS Tracksters Vie
In Three-Way Meet

Awl.

".NallearlitirrNpj

Mermen Face
Navy Squad
,

Stanfoisi swimmers )eoterdaY
s/.1 tsso slew pool records in free
corn petition and defeated
sty
SJS 57-29 here in the Men’s Gym.
Heading the Farm’s onalaught
was Robin Moore. Moore set a
new record in the 50 yard free
I style race with a time of 22.7,
breaking the old time of 22.9.
MOMS’ also won the 100 yard
free style race with a time of 50.9.
Oki time was 52.
A relay team from SJS. COes..
posed of Jim Watts, Ed Chang.
iDale Anderson sod Art Lambert.
pealsotitit000n.k first place in relay men-

Julie Gallagher, !QS freshman.
u as sated queen of the PCI I
Wrestling ’fournament by members of the Spartan team. She in
a pledge id It a ppa Alpha Theta
sororits

Whatever
the
occasion

Spartababes Open
’58 Baseball Season,

Say it
with
Flowers

Solithpa
%s ill he
Oick
on the mound for San Jose State’s
freshman baseball team as thes
open the season with Menlo Jun.
ior College today at 3:30 on thi
Spartan field.
Jim Corbus will do the catching
chores. Assigned to play first base
will be John Galvan, while second
base will be held down by Don
Hogan. The third base position
will be played by Lee Drocco with
Larry Bachiu playing shortstop.
According to Warren Fraleigh.
freshman baseball coach. Armand
Signus will play left field for the
Spartababes. The right field position will go to Jim Pusateri who
was recently switched from the
first base position. Slated to see
action as the starting center fielder is Carl Tally.
The junior Spartans ended last
year’s season in an even eight won,
eight loss record.

BAKMAS

GRRRRRRRRR
They’re Here!!!
SAE proudly announces the
long awaited arrival of two new
mascots to replace those which
met such el violent and untimely death last May 28th.
As a result of a Christmas
visit to fraternity brother Frank
Buck at his winter home on the
African Veldt, two lions were
recently received at the San
Jose Airport and transported
to the SAE house deep within
the kingdom of 11th Street.

Their reign commences with
the official christening ceremony to take place Friday,
March 7th. All are invited.
OPEN HOUSE AND RECEPTION
3:30 to 5 P.M.
CHRISTENING CEREMONY
P.M.

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

Golf Driving Range
STUDENT SPECIAL

SAE

35c a bucket with 5,58 Card

HOUSE

184 SOUTH 11TH ST.

S. 10th & TULLY ROAD

JOE

SAL DAVIDE

RUSSO

Frosh Thinclads
Face Prep Stars

Sandwiches

\Iltrbrind

Spaghetti
Baked Lasagna

And.
Drive out El
or go t

mina just post Soaks Clara City.
Eansino, Santa Vara

Tok Out Orders
Space

le or gear per

Phone AX 6.
whethe

NEW ARRIVALS

Don Smith has come fast as a
high -hurdler and might he a dark
horse pick against Cobh, Smith is
a 6-4 highjumper.
Dick Docks. Larry McFarland
and Chuck Polizzi spark the Spartan javelin forces and all are capable of ascending 200 feet,
Paul Valerie is SJS top choice
in the 440, hut he probably won’t
be a match for Stanford’s entries
in this category. The locals also
are weak in the halfmile, where
Jerry Des Roches is expected to
be’ the local leader.
LLOYD, TABOR! TOPS
Ken Napier, Grady Neal and
Mit are the Spartans’ distance
hopes. Lloyd and Tabori shouldn’t
have trouble with any of the aforeMentioned, however.
Al Jongewaard Is a good het
to ghe Winter a blue ribbon
In the hammer. Ito has hen

Joe Ventura’s
JUBILEE
is in its second day
Joe Ventura has gone all out to show his
thanks to Spartan friends. There’s free ice
cream with meals, free cosi** with breakfast, free soup with any order (even coffee), and three mallowy-good Glo-Broiled
Burgers for the price of two.

TBONE STEAK 95’
WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS: Soup, green salad. French fries
or mashed potatoes, vegetable and an ice cream dish absolutely
FREE.

Bar-B-Que Chicken . . .

89c

Friday Fish Dish

75c

WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS

A DELICIOUS COMBINATION FISH PLATE

FREE Coffe
FREE SOUP
Ion breakfasts!
w coy order.
FREE ice cream
with meals
FREE burger
with two

JOE VENTURA’S

ACE LUNCHEONETTE
476 S. TENTH (near Williams)

CY 3-9459

Large selection of
Summer Suits
Stripes and Solids
Regular, Short and Long Sires
From 37 to 46

$29"

Sport (o ats
Most weigh less than 81/2 on.

FLOWER
SHOP

CT 2.0442 10th & Seats Owe

Spaztanaiiii

Rapid Ray Norton heads SJS’
sprint team, with Bob Brooks
and Garfield Finley In backup
roles. Norton whisked the 75yard dash in :7.$ last week In a
tune-lip exercise. Brooks and
Finley also have equalled this
Mark this season.
LIKE TRAVEL?
DISLIKE ROUTINE?
Then contider c 00000 in the
sky as a UNITED AIR LINES
Stewardess.
A Stewardess Representative
of United Air Lines will be on
campus Tuesday, March I ith
from 9.00 ems. to 4:00 PIP. to
interview interested and isizeii
(aid applicants for assignment
to wormer classes.
Single, 20 in 26 years of age
(application will be occepted
from girls who are 191/21, 52
to 5’13" with proportionate
weight, vision which is correctible to 20/20 or better,, attractive appearance and Personority with a background of ’
eotlege, nursing, or public
contact.
For further information, application and aPtiteintrTi
please contact the
Plecement Office

Talented Matmen
Take Part in Meet

QUEEN JULIE

from

’40
Short SleeNe Dress Sh i rk
White, Yellow, Blue
(Linen)

Bathing Suits & Bermuda Shorts
Styled in the 90’s John L’s, etc.
Broad red, white and blue stripes
Knee length swim suits

masher’s for men
121 SOUTH FOURTH (Down the Alley)

eeneellelerneellellelelePer-
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SODA SPRINGS BOUND

Cash Prizes
To Be Given
In Contest
110

fia,k.

a

!lau

writing are urged by the Engil.
Department to enter the Phelan ,
literary Awards Contest To be!
eligible a student should be less
than 30 years of age and a regular!
student at SJS for at least one
aemester of the current academic
year. All majors are eligible
Contestants are required to submit entries before 5 p.m. April 7.
in the English office, 1126. The
office has description forms of the
contest available to prospective
entrants.
Entries may be submitted in one
or all six divisions of the contest.
Sonnets, essays, free verse, short
stories, lyrics and plays will be
accepted Plays may he either full
length or one-act productions.
Top winners in last year’s contest were James Leigh and Edith
Alcock. Miss Alcock won a total
of $95 and Leigh $185. Both were
English majors.
Prizes for the contest usually
range from $30 to $35 for first
place, to $5 for fourth. This year’s
contest has been allocated a total
of $350 for prizes.

Darlene Ermacoff. Eugene Tyler and Rick Buxton take a break at
Dodge Ridge. The) are among 41 Ski Club members who took
the trip weekend before last to get In shape for tomorrow’s club
competition at Soda Springs. Main ,’sent tomorrow will be the
giant slalom with a course at least 300 yards long. Whether Ruston is getting a pledge interview or a phone number, no one stopped to find out. -photo by Jerry French.

Skin Divers 1
Elect Officers
Lam Alpaugh as elected president of the newly organized skindiving club which had its first
meeting last week. Other officers
are Lynndle L. Blaylock. vice president: Kathleen Conrey. secretary;
and Mike Blessing, treasurer.
The meeting got off to a strong
start with 25 people responding to
the notice published in The Spartan Daily. Out of the 25 members
only 12 of the group are novices.
Most of the experienced divers
have their own equipment which
includes six aqua-lungs.

Placement Corner

Engineers and business majors
will be most in demand next week,
according to the Placement Service.
Interviewers from the following
firms will be at the Placement
Service. A234, during the week:
Riker Laboratories, subsidiary
of Resat Drugs. Monday, interviewing chemistry and biological
science majors.
Factory Mutual Engineering
Division.
Monday,
interviewing
electrical, chemical, structural
and mechancial engineers.
United Airlines, Tuesday, interested in stewardesses, two .-!ars
of college or combination of col -

cal. civil, industrial and electrical
engineers, accounting and home
economics majors.
Fibreboard Paper Products
Corp., Thursday, interviewing accounting and business adminis[ration majors.
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U.S.. Friday, interviewing those interested in sales
management and executise training.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
$1000- including fare, hotel and meals

EUROPE
tours arranged to suit your personal interest
15 COUNTRIES -60 DAYS

American Youth Abroad
SEE: Diane Roberts from England in Student Union
TODAY 1.5

NOW PLAYING

One or the Other,
I Not Both, Says VA

San Francisco’s Own . . .

THE VAGABONDS
Show Times: 9 p.m. - I I p.m. - I a.m.

FACKIS II
960 BUSH, S.F.

lege and business experience.
Pacific Gas and Electric Co.,
Tuesday, interviewing civil, rnechanical. and electrical engineers.
Motorola, Inc.. Tuesday, interviewing electrical and electronic
engineers.
Otis Elevator Co., Wednesday,
interviewing engineers, all fields.
UARCO Business Forms, Wednesday. interviewing sales and
business majors.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Wednesday. interviewing elect ii cal, mechanical, industrial, and
electronics engineers and physicists
SOuthern Counties Gas Co..
Thursday, inteniewing mechani_

PR 6-6360

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RE/4T
I or 2 girls to share ig. 2-bdrm
, modern apt, $35 mo. CY 3-9093.
BOYS AND GIRLS. Good location. New furnished apts. 93 W. MALE to share apt. 99 S. 12th St.
Call after 5 p.m. CY 2-4560.
Reed. Apt. 3.

Veterans who qualify for service-connected disability compensation and nonservice-connected
disability pensions cannot receive
both payments at once, according
to J. Glenn Corbitt, manager of
t he Veterans Admininist ration
Regional Office in San Francisco.
Corbitt said a veteran may elect
the benefit which pays a higher
amount, and may change the types
of benefit if he wishes. However,
income limitations on the n o n service -connected pension should
be a factor in a veteran’s decision
to change from one benefit to the
other.

Dr. June McCann
To Attend Confab

Dr. June McCann, head of the
Women’s Physical Education Department, will represent San Jose
State at the regional conference
of the Athletic and Recreation
Federation of College Women to
Ple1111,
return bicycle you took be held this weekend at the University of Colorado in Boulder.
from the band room.
Dr. McCann, will be principal
FOR SALE
speaker at the banquet Saturday
’55 Cher. 210. R&H. Excel. cond. night, according to Mrs. Lenore
Luedem:inn.
One owner. 51,000. CY 2-8993.

VACANCY in rooming house for GIRL to share apt., 235 mo. Call
men. Mrs. Hawkins. 406 S. 11th CY 3-3826 eves. Call soon.
St. $22.50 mo.
Ride to and from San Leandro &
Gentlemen preterran. Nice sunny Hayward. TR 2-7938.
- rm., Kit. priv. $35.00 mo. 278 N. LOST
9th.
Furn. Room with kit. Pt-is’. For
men. 1 blk. from campus. 162 S.
9th St. CY 7-7792.
College men. Rm. & bd. Attractive rooms. Good food. Rees. rates.
525 S. 6th St.

Roy share apt with other. Furn. ’56 FORD Sunliner Cony. W.W.
532.50. 643 S. 6th.
Power steer. Fordomatic. R&H.
2-toned, $500. Buys 51.060 equity.
Rooms. Kit. Priv. College girls. 46 Call CY 4-9216. Weekdays after 5.
S. 5th St.
A set of 9-1956 Ben Hogan golf
Trailer apisee. Walking distance to irons. CY 2-9629. Ask for skip
college Boys & married couples. Fisk.
No children or pets. 273 Balback
St. CY 2-9244.
:
"5.11" Dodge.
All extras. Just
overhauled. Contact Harry Sht187712 S. 19th. Furn 1 and ’2 bdrm. er. 645 S. 6th.
apts. Sundeck. Lg. closets. Lauf).
dry facilities. CY 77-2410. Eves. ’54 Corvette. $1450. Blue.. R&H
CL 8-8953.
see Roger at 309 S. 7th or call
CY
APT for 2. Three blocks from
campus. Call Mrs. Lopez. FR 8- Typewriter, Royal (standard,
0618,
cell. condition. CY 3-6081 aft’, o
MALE students wanting to share
apt. Call CY ’2-0430 or Lt.’ 2-8257. TV Het, Magnavox console
hogany,
$75. CY 7-3227 tilt,
TrIv. room. $30. Double. $24. TV. p m.
Clean. 151 N. 4th. CY 2-7021.
------’50 PACKARD 4-dr. sedan. neutral. Redio & heater, ad. cond.
WANTED
CT 3-9940 between 6-7. Ask for
Shirley. 168 S. 11th.
osie girt to share nsodern apt. 1
bik from eollege Pool (’all CY 3- AQUA LUNG - Divair reg. 43 ’6257 Mary or Sharon.
min. tank.
CY 3-1938. Ralph. ’

$eo.

Jumor Prom Ns
Bids for the Junior Prom, Vene.
Ban Springtime, go on sale Mon day in the Outer Quad for 5:1.
Walt Tolleson’s band will play for
the dance, which is planned for
March 21 at the Villa Hotel in
San Mateo.

PEE WEE’S PIZZA
945

THE ALAMEDA

DIXIELAND BAND
Plato to no
5 p rnt. to 2 a.m. -- hi. and Set.

5

JAM SESSION SUNDAY
p.m to I
- Mon and Thurs.

CYpress 7-5100

Ski Club To Participate
In Interclub Contest

Suggest beltehtime at Santa
Cruz this weekend to any Ski Club
member and chances are he won’t
even hear you.
More than 70 club members
art. scheduled to participate in
interclub competition at Soda
Spi ings tomorrow.
Two buses will leave the Student Union tonight at 6 and tickets may still be purchased in the
Strident Affairs Business office.
according to publicity chairman
George Williamson.
Highlighting the competition
will be a giant slalom, open to
both men and women. The slalom
course will be at least 200 yards
long and will include 20 to 30
gates - poles through which racers
are expected to maneuver.
In other races, beginning, intermediate, and advanced skiers will
compete in separate classes. These
classes will be divided between
men and women.
Trophie s-- 21 in all -will be
awarded tomorrow night at Crest
Lodge where the members will be
staying. A perpetual trophy to the
first place winner in the giant
slalom is the top award.
Club president Wally Juchert
will be defending it this weekend.
If he wins the event This year
and next, the trophy is permanently his.
A movie and dancing are planned to follow trophy presentations.
"You never can tell about a deal
like this, though," says Williamson. "After racing all day, people
are usually too tired for anything
else."
Pleasure skiing and ski school
are slated for Sunday. Advanced
skiers donate their time to instruct the beginners on the techniques and principles covered during meetings.
This will be the third and final
trip of the year. Soda Springs was
site for the first trip, and weekend before last, 41 members went

to Dodge Ridge. Getting in shape
for tomorrow’s races was the main
objective, but there was pleasure
skiing and ski school as well.
Earlier in lb, year, an ice skating party was held at a new rink
in Belmont. There’s a good chance
the club will have one more party
to wind up activities for the year.
Williamson said.
Club meetings have featured
movies, speakers, demonstrations.
and even a fashion show. Ski
techniques. equipment, and safety
features were demonstrated to the
members.
The club was established here in
1953 and now boasts an even 100
members.

Students Enter
Honor Society
In Ceremonies

SIX journalism majors were initiated into Kappa Tau Alpha, national journalism honorary society
at a meeting in the Journalism
Building yesterday.
Named to the society were three
seniors: Jim Drennan, Spartan
Daily editor: Max Shapiro, and
Marilyn Peters, and three juniors:
Charlene Shattucli. Spartan Daily
society editor; Lora Sherman and
Estella Cox.
At the meeting, Drennan was
elected president of the local KTA
chapter. Miss Shattuck was chosen
as vice president and Miss Sherman as secretary -treasurer.
The new honor group members
represent the top 10 per cent of
the college’s journalism majors.
They were selected by faculty and
KTA alumni on the basis of academic achievement in all classe,
including journalism.
KTA was founded in March, I
1910, at the University of Missouri. according to Charles Rap pen. KTA adviser anti associate
Mexico
professor of journalism.
Dr. Dwight Bente!, head of the
Department of Journalism a n d
Advertising, and Mrs. Dolores
A bilingual summer school ses- Spurgeon. associate professor of
sion will be offered to all Inter- journalism, also attended the
ested students this summer, June initiation meeting.
30 to Aug. 9, in Guadalajara. Mex.
ico. Courses offered will include
art, folklore, history, literature.
and Spanish. A tuition fee of $225
will cover tuition -plus board and
room for the six weeks.
The session is being sponsored
Free polio inoculations are availby the Universidad Autonoma de
able to all students and faculty
Gudadalajara in cooperation with
members, according to Dr. Thomas
memebrs of the Stanford UniverJ. Gray, director, Student Health
sity faculty. Requests for more
Service.
information should be sent to
Persons desiring the free inocuProfessor Juan B. Raid. Box K.
lations, should report to TB31, acStanford University.
cording to Dr. Gray. The polio
Immunizations will be administered in TI337 every Wednesday from
1 to 4 p.m.
For those who have received
their first inoculation. Dr. Gray
reported. "There should be no
American -Scandinavian
Foun- more a four to six week time lapse
dation is offering a number of between the first inoculation and
fellowships for graduate study in the second.
"Not more than seven months
Scandinavia during the 1958-59
should pass before the third and
school ’year.
Applicants will he judged on final immunization shot is adtheir plan of study and ability to ministered." he continued.
carry out this plan. A knowledge
of the language is not required.
EPISCOPAL
Information and applications
Services at Trinity
81 North 2nd
may he obtained from Student and
W B mmd,c1,.
Trainee Division, American -Scan 8.00 A.M. Holy Communion
dinavian Foundation, 127 E. 73rd
930 and 11:00 AM.
St ., New York 21, N.Y.
Worship Services

School
starts June 30

Faculty, Students
Can Get.Polio Shots

Grad Fellowships
Now Being Offered

spartaguide
MEETINGS
Canterbury Club, dinner and
meeting with University of California Canterbury Club. Sunday.,
Cars will leave Student Christian
Center at 3 p.m.
Millet, hi -fl demonstration. Members invited to bring records,
Monday, 8:30 p.m.. Student Y,
9th and San Antonio streets.
Kappa Phi, pre -pledge party, attendance required for all active
members. Tomorrow, 1 p.m., Wesley halt. First Methodist Church.
Revelrie% Board, meeting, Monday, 4:30 p.m. B8.
Student C’hrititian Center, party.
tonight, 7-12 p.m., Student Christian Center.
Student Y. "Oomph," tonight,
8-11 p.m., Student Y.
Wesley Foundation, Sunday-At Seven program, "Introducing Mr.
Wesley," 7 p.m., Wesley Foundation. Snack supper, 6 p.m., 35
cents.

Cafeteria
Entrees:
30 cents
Filet of sole .
30 cents
Ham tettrozzini
55 cents
Plate lunch
Coop
Entrees:
40 cents
Meat dumplings
Creamed tuna on toast 40 cents
50 cents
Prate lunch
WEATHER OR NOT
Increasing cloudiness for today
with rain tonight is forecast for
the Santa Clara Valley by the
U.S. Weather Bureau.
Variable winds 8-15 mph, becoming westerly 10-20 in the afternoon are predicted.
Rosenquist and King
Lubriction
Auto Accessories
SI1H Green Stamps
CYpress 5-9970
I I th & SANTA CLARA ST.

"Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ - Christian Church

12th

790 SOUTH

CY 2-7413

STREET

SUNDAY SERVICE- March 9
College og class at 9:45 Bible School Hour is taught by David Elliott,
instructor in Speech Department at SJSC.

Subject:
8:30, I I Of
9:45
5:30
6:30

Hymn No. 23

Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
Bible School, classes for all ages.
Discussion Groups for all ages.
Evening Service

Nursery Providad

HAROLD E. GALLAGHER, Ministar

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AI:41D SAN ANTONIO

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands -Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
Spring Semester: Church History
THE PINK BUILDING

2nd and SAN ANTONIO

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING ...........
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

Grads Must File
Post-graduate students who will
qualify for credentials at the end
of the spring semester must file
applications through the Credentials Office during March, according to Credentials secretary Marie
Ka I tenhorn.
Appointments for this purpose
must be made immediately
through the Credentials Office.
A20I.

CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Student Christian Cantor
92 South Fifth Street
Holy Communion at 7:30 A.M.
Essary Tunsday
Office Hours: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Advisor on Campus
Mrs, Roy E. Butcher

FOLK SONGS
BALLADS -- BLUES - CALYPSOS

w Is i t e or red kid.
Each only

BOB LINDSAY
FRIDAY and SATURDAY NITES

PIZZA GARDENS
1 3 4 7
(Bay,hore & Julian)

McKEE

ROAD

$ & K’s Escapade T strap flat in black
kid, black patent,

.

CYprss 2-9753

11.95

SOMMER & KAUFMANN
2801 STEVENS CREEK RD.
VALLEY FAIR AT SAN JOSE

